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ABSTRACT 

Characterization of the Electron Beam Cure Process of an Epoxy — Initiator System. 

(May 2003) 

Rahul Ribeiro, B. S. , Marine Engineering and Research Institute, India 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Roger J. Morgan 

For over forty years high energy electrons have been used to change polymer 

structure and properties. In this thesis we study the potential use of a high energy 

elecnon beam (e-beam) to replace the thermal curing method and offset some of it' s 

disadvantages which are: inability to cure large parts, release of harmful volatiles and 

high manufacturing and tooling costs. Electron beain curing of the Diglycidyl Ether of 

Bisphenol A (DGEBA) — I'SbFs resin initiator system was studied with emphasis on the 

cure rate, initiator concentration, degree of cure and glass transition temperature. Basic 

models based on previous thermal curing studies are developed to determine the material 

properties during cure. It was found that the maximum glass transition temperature 

obtained was below 100 'C for all initiator concentrations used. The cure rate followed 

typical arrhenius curves for autocatalytic curing behavior, similar to thermal curing. The 

cure rate increased with increase in initiator concent'ation. The temperature profile 

measured in — situ, and the effects of impurities present were also investigated. Finally 

the models developed indicate the potential to model and program the cure process to 

develop materials with desired properties. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the area of high-performance polymers, there is a never-ending desire for 

materials with improved thermal and dimensional stability, a higher modulus, greater 

tensile strength, a lower coefficient of thermal expansion, and a lighter mass. 

Thermosets are found to provide certain advantages over other materials some of 

which are: excellent chemical and corrosion resistance, excellent thermal pmperties 

and low creep, high stiffness and modulus properties, easy to process in low cost 

equipment, high strength to weight ratios and resistance to flame spread. Some of 

their disadvantages include moisture absorption, toxicity and they are non recyclable. 

A thermoset is defined as a polymeric material which can be formed by the 

application of heat and pressure, but as a result of a chemical reaction, permanently 

crosslinks and cannot be reformed upon further application of heat and pressure. The 

phenomenon of 'crosslinking' (refer to Figure I) is known as 'curing'. Thermosetting 

resins are often liquid at some stage in their manufacture or processing, which are 

cured by heat, radiation, catalysis or other chemical means. After being fully cured, 

thermosets cannot be resoftened by heat. Some plastics which are normally 

thermoplastic can be made thermosets by means of crosslinking with other materials. 

The word 'thermo' implies that the crosslinking proceeds through the influence of 

heat energy input and the tenn 'setting' references the fact that an irreversible 

reaction has occurred on a macro scale [I]. 

Thermosetting polymers are formed by: polymerizing monomers where at 

least one of them has a functionality higher than two and by chemically creating 

crosslinks between previously formed linear or branched macromolecules. In fully 

reacted polymer networks, pracucaily all constituent units are covalently bonded into 

an infinite three - dimensional structure. It means that during polymerization or 

This thesis follows the style of Journal of Composite Materials. 



crosslinking, the system evolves from a collection of molecules of finite size to an 

infinite network, proceeding through the gel point at which the infinite network 

structure appears for the first time. This transformation is called 'gelation' [2]. 

Gelation is characteristic of thermosets, and it is of great significance. From a 

processing standpoint, gelation is critical since the polymer will not flow, and is no 

Polyinerilzation 

— E — + — E — ~ — E 

— E E — + — E E — + — E 

— E E— Crosslink 

E is a tetra-functional Epoxy monomer 

Figure 1. Polymerization and crosslinking of an epoxy 



longer processible beyond this point. "Gelation occurs at a well defined and 

calculable stage during the chemical reaction and is dependent on the functionality, 

reactivity, and stoichiometry of the reactants" [3]. Gelation typically occurs between 

45 and 80% conversion (degree of cure, defined as the number of species reacted, 

divided by the total number of species available for reaction inidally, a = 0. 45 to 

0. 8). "Means to detect gelation include the abrupt inability of bubbles to rise in the 

thermosetting mass and the rapid approach to infinite viscosity. Gelation does not, 

however, inhibit the curing process and cannot be detected by techniques sensitive 

only to the chemical reaction" [4]. Beyond the gel point, the reactions proceed 

towards the formation of an infinite network with substantial increase in crosslink 

density, glass transition temperature and ultimate physical properties. 

Another phenomenon that inay occur at a certain stage during cure is the 

'vitrification' of the growing chains or network [4]. VibNcation is the process of 

mnsformation of the resin from a viscous liquid or elastic gel to a glass. This process 

begins to occur as the glass transition temperature of these growing chains or 

network becomes coincidental with the cure temperature. Further curing in the glassy 

state is exuemely slow and, in practice, vitrification brings an abrupt halt to curing. 

Vitrification is a reversible transition and cure may be resumed by heating to 

'devitrify' the partially cured thermoset [5]. 

Int1uence of Time, Temperature, Mass and Initiator 

The temperature dependency of crosslinking reactions has almost always 

been found to behave in a traditional Arrhenius relationship. For example the 

Equation would be in the form: 

— E, Rate of cure = — Aexp( ') f (x) 
R. T 

A is the temperature independent collision factor 

E, is the activation energy for a single reaction 



R is the universal gas constant 

T is the absolute temperature 

Px) is a function of the number of reactive species x 

Thus temperature strongly influences the crosslinking rate. Since all 

commercial thermosetting reactions are exothermic, the amount of mass present also 

influences the rate of reaction due to the temperature increase. "Monomer 

concentration effects are generally associated with stoichiometric balances between 

reactants as well as the normal free volume accessibility of each of the reactants to 

each other" [1]. Referring to Figure 2, we can observe the viscosity change versus 

time at a given temperature. Beginning at time ts, the viscosity is if, . The heat 

generated due to the exothermic reacflons produces a typical viscosity decrease rf, . 

As the molecular weight of the mass increases, the resultant viscosity increase 

outpaces and surpasses any reduction caused by heat, The molecular growth 

continues until the gel point is reached. At the gel point the viscosity increases to 

infinity and the material theoretically cannot flow. The effect of the initiator or 

catalyst is to speed up the reactions and has the tendency of either decreasing the 

ac6vation energy E„or increasing the collision factor A. Therefore the percentage of 

initiator present wi]l also have an effect on the molecular weight and hence on the 

properties of the material. 

Composite 

A thermoset is sometimes reinforced with polymeric fibers to form polymeric 

matrix fibrous composites (PMFCs). "A composite is a material comprised of two or 

more physically distinct materials with at least one material providing reinforcing 

properties on strength and modulus. The components of a composite do not dissolve 

or otherwise merge completely into each other, but nevertheless do act in concert. 

The properties of a composite cannot be achieved by any of the components acting 

alone. Composites can be classified on the basis of the form of their structural 

components: fibrous (composed of fibers in a manix), layers (composed of layers of 



materials), and particulate (composed of particles in a matrix). In general, the 

reinforcing agent can be either fibrous, powdered, spherical, crystalline, or whiskered 

and either an organic, inorganic, metallic or ceramic material" [6]. 

Viscosity vs 'nme 

(typical) 

30 

25 

20 

10 

10 15 
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20 
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25 

Figure 2. Change in viscosity with time during cure (typical) 

Examples of resins being used [6] 

~ Unsaturated Polyester 

~ Vinyl Esters 

~ Polybutadiene 

~ Epoxies 

~ Polyimides (high temperature) 

~ Bismaleimides 

Examples of fiber materials [6] 

~ Glass 



~ Paper (cellulosic fiber) 

~ Cotton 

~ Polyamides 

~ Asbestos 

~ Sisal 

~ Jute 

Fibers used for high performance 

~ Carbon 

~ Kevlar 

~ Boron 

~ Steel 

~ Whiskers (a very short form of reinforcement, usually of crystalline material) 

These fiber reinforcing agents are quite diverse with respect to cost, 

composition, and pmperties. 

In this thesis we study the radiation cme process of an epoxy resin — inidator 

system. Epoxy resins are among the best mauix materials for many fiber composites. 

The reasons for this are: 

~ Epoxy resins adhere well to a wide variety of fillers, reinforcing agents, and 

substrate s. 

~ A wide variety of available epoxy resins and curing agents can be formulated 

to give a broad range of properties after cure and to meet a diverse spectrum 

of processing requirements. 

~ Cured epoxy resins are resistant to chemicals and heat, provide good 

electrics insulation and have good mechanical strength. 

Epoxy resins are used in various composites and in many structural parts. 

They are also used as potting and encapsulating compounds, tooling compounds, 

molding powders and adhesives [6). 



In the aerospace industry polymer matrix fibrous composites (PMFCs) are 

used in various structural components due to their light weight, toughness and low 

cost. Other desirable properties are extremely low shrinkage, low void content, low 

moisture absorption and low vacuum outgassing as well as excellent mechanical 

properties over a wide range of temperatures [7]. 

Thermal Curing 

In this method of curing, the energy required to activate the reactions is 

provided by heating the thermoset in an autoclave. 

Advantages 

~ The reaction mechanisms are easy to study 

~ It is a well developed process 

~ Almost all resin-curing agent combinations as well as cadonic can be cured. 

Disadvantages 

~ There is a limit to the size of the component that can be cured 

~ High manufacturing and tooling costs 

~ The part has to be cured as a whole and there is no means of localized curing 

~ Toxic volatiles can be evolved 

Radiation Curing 

In this method of curing, the activation energy is provided by submitting the 

thermoset to high energy X-rays, y — rays, or electron beams (e-beams). The E-beam 

cure process mechanism of composite resin thermosets involves high-energy 

electrons striking atoms and molecular bonds of the resin monomers resulting in the 

transfer of energy by the following mechanisms: 



~ Energy transfer to the elecuons of the atoms of the resin target monomers. Such 

electrons may then be either expelled from the atoms, yielding positively charged 

ions and free electrons, or shifted to a higher-energy atomic orbital producing an 

excited atom or molecule. These ions, electrons and excited species are the 

precursors that initiate and propagate the resin cure reactions [8]. 

~ Energy transfer to molecular bonds, such as carbon-hydrogen bonds, causing 

rupture of the bonds with release of hydrogen and the formation of excited carbon 

atom free radicals. 

Advantages 

~ Ability to cure large parts 

~ Lower manufacturing costs 

~ Simplified processing 

~ Lower cure temperatures 

~ Environmentally friendly 

~ Localized curing possible 

~ Reduction of volatiles 

Disadvantages 

~ The reaction kinetics are not properly understood 

~ The radiation is harmful to personnel 

~ The composites suffer from low compressive strength 

~ Have a poor interface between fiber and matrix 

~ Have low inter-laminar shear strength 

~ Have low fracture toughness 



Composite Use in the Aerospace Industry 

In the aerospace industry, the Air Force is developing a Space Operations 

Vehicle (SOV) which will have more stringent performance requirements than 

NASA's reusable launch vehicle, that will involve higher usage rates and G 

maneuvers, shorter turn around times and longer alert times [9], 

These aeropropulsion technological developments require lightweight, tough, 

low cost structures of which the health and safety are well characterized. The use of 

new, high performance polymeric matrix fibrous composites (PMFCs) for the liquid 

hydrogen (LH2) and liquid oxygen (LOX) containment structures will allow a critics 

lightweight, single stage to orbit (SSTO) launch vehicle, Such structures are 

cryogenic fuel tanks, feedlines, and suuts and support structures. The utilizanon of 

lightweight, cryogenic tough PMFCs with also high temperature performance 

capabilities (-423 F to 250 'F) will be critical in the development of these space 

vehicles. The SOV composite cryogenic tank technical 'whole life cycle' 

requirements are: 

Cryogenic and high temperature composite performance in terms of: 

~ Long term cryogenic durability 

~ Thermal cycle-shock damage resistance 

~ Cryogenic fuel solubility and permeability in the PMFC 

~ Meaningful accelerated test procedures 

~ Materials that involve the development of; 

~ Matrices that are tough over a wide temperature range, with low 

cryogenic fuel permeability 

~ Non-autoclave fabrication of large composite structures 

~ Innovative design procedures of composites for maximum 

microcrack resistance 

Advanced composites, such as the load-bearing members in an aerospace 

structure, often attain maximum mechanical properties and unique physical 
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characteristics. This can be achieved by obtaining high fiber-to-resin ratio, 

using continuous fibers, and designing the fiber orientation. 

The ability to monitor the local temperature rise in the composite is limited by 

thermocouple monitoring systems and it is believed that the local microscopic 

temperature rise maybe higher than that recorded macroscopically. Large differences 

in temperature within the material during cure can severely affect the thermo- 

mechanical properties. Also there is a difference in the rate of heat absorbed and 

temperature rise between the fiber and resin while curing a composite. The fiber 

tends to heat up faster initially but after a certain number of exothermic cheinical 

reactions take place in the resin, the temperature of the resin begins to rise faster than 

that of the fiber. Therefore a thermal model based on heat induced in the material 

during cure by the energy of radiation as well as the exothermic chemical reactions of 

cure is to be developed to accurately estimate the temperatures and thermal properties 

during cure. 

The heat induced during cure is dependent on the nuinber of exothermic 

reactions taking place and hence on the cure kinetics of the system. The increase in 

the number of reactions taking place leads to an increase in molecular weight and 

temperature and this has an effect on the viscosity of the material. 

In this thesis we study the characteristics of the Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol 

A - Diaryl iodonium hexaflouroantimonate (DGEBA — I'SbFs ) resin-initiator system 

during electron beam curing and it's potential use in the aerospace industry. Basic 

models will be developed to determine the cure kinetics, temperature and viscosity. 

Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the overall technical plan of the project. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Structure and Curing of Epoxies 

The curing of epoxy resin composites becomes the most important phase in 

developing acceptable properties in the final composite part. "Properly cured, the 

composite has many properties far superior than those of the classical materials. 

Improperly cured, the composite is of no use for structural applications and has no 

realistic function" [10]. 

An epoxy consists of molectdes containing the 'epoxide' or 'oxirane' ring 

(refer to Figure 4) at both ends. During polymerization, this ring opens leading to the 

formation of chains and crosslinks. 

In this thesis we study the curing and properties of the epoxy Diglycidyl Ether 

of Bisphenol A (DGEBA) which has the snucture as shown in Figure 5. 

CH CHg 

Figure 4. Chemical structure of the epoxide or oxirane ring 
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CH, 

H CH O~~O~H — CH — O~C~O — CH — CH — CH 

H 

*7 
CH CH, 

Figure 5. Chemical structure of dig lycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGFBA) 

The epoxide group can bond chemically with other molecules, forming a 

large three-dimensional network. This process, called curing, changes a liquid resin 

into a solid. A number of curing agents exist such as: 

Amines 

These contain molecules having the NHt group at both ends. The nature of 

curing is as shown in Figure 6. 

NHz 

NHz 

Amine 

— CH CHz 

Epoxide 

OH H 

c — c 

H H 

NHz 

Figure 6. Curing of an epoxy with amine 
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An hydrides 

These react with epoxy resins to form esters. For the cming reaction to occur, 

the anhydride ring must be opened. The nature of curing is as shown in Figure 7. 

R CH 

R — CH 

"L 
+ R — N~ 

R — CH — C- N — R 

R CH — C — 0 

CH — 0- H — R 

R — CH 0 — QHq 
— CH — CH2 — R 

0 0 

Figure 7. Curing of an epoxy with anhydride 
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Cationic polymerization using catalyts 

Added in small amounts to the epoxy resin, a Lewis acid functions as a 

catalyst by cationically homopolymerizing the epoxy molecules. It has been 

discovered that diaryiodonium salts having complex metal halide counterions are 

efficient photoinitiators for the polymerization of a variety of cationically 

polymerizable monomers [11]. Diaryliodonium salts (having the general structure 

shown in Figure 8) are found to be more stable than dialkyliodonium and 

alkylaryliodonium salts and can 

AR1 AR2 MX„ 

AR1 and AR2 are aryl groups 

I' is the iodonium lon 

tN is a metal 

X is a halide 

n is an integer value 

Figure 8. General chemical structure of a diaryliodonium salt 



be readily isolated and purified by conventional techniques [11]. Diaryliodonium 

salts are also found to be more effective initiators than the triarylsulfonium salts of 

the same anion [12]. Lopata et al. [13] showed that the cationic initiators can have a 

significant effect on the e-beam'dose required to cure the epoxy resin as well as the 

resulting polymer's rheological properties. Within a given initiator family, the 

effective cure enhancement of anions is in the following order: 

SbFs ) AsFs ) PFs ) BFs 

On exposure to high temperatures or e-beam irradiation, these anions are 

removed from the salts and form Bronsted acids with hydrogen containing 

compounds like water (refer to Figure 9). These Bronsted acids are the ultimate 

initiators when diaryliodonium salts are employed in the cationic polymerization of 

various monomers. 

In this thesis we study the curing of DGEBA with initiators produced by the 

decomposition of onium salts containing the SbFs anion resuldng in the generation 

of the Bronsted acid HSbF& which acts as the precursor for polymerization (refer to 

Figure 9). This resin — initiator system was studied because it was the chosen system 

by the e-beam community as part of the Cooperative Research and Development 

Agreement (CRADA) program sponsored by the Department of Energy Defense 

Programs, through Oak Ridge National Laboratories. 
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E-BEAht 
AI — I — RS SSF RII' + R2 + SSF 

R3 — H 

I+SbF- e R2 — R3 

0 — H 

HFSbF- + R — G— 
I 

R — C — C- 
SbF 

H H 

0 — H 

R — C — C— 
SbF 

H H 

0 — H 

R — 0 — C 

H H n 

R is a 'C' containing radical an n Is an 
integer defining the number of monomer 
units in the chain 

R — C — C — 0 

H H 

R C — C R4 — 0% 

Figure 9. Initiation and polymerization of the I'SbFs — DGEBA initiator 
— resin system during electron beam curing 
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Thermal Curing Details 

So far the most popular method for thermoset curing has been the thermal 

method. It is more well developed and understood than the e-beam curing process. 

The cure characteristics of this method have been well understood and they form the 

basis for the study of the e-beam cure process. The thermal cure process is described 

in the following paragraphs. 

Processing materials must be added to a composite ply lay-up before 

autoclave curing [14]. These materials control the resin content of the cured part and 

ensure proper application of autoclave pressure to the lay-up. A laminate lay-up 

prepared for autoclave curing is shown in Figure 10. The materials used in this 

method consist of a separator, bleeder, barrier, breather, dam, and vacuum bag. 

Separators are placed on top of and under the laininate. These release materials, 

which are usually fluorocarbon polymers, allow volatiles and air to escape from the 

laminate during cure, and they must be easily removed from the cured laminate 

without causing damage. The bleeder is incorporated to absorb excess resin from the 

lay-up during cure, thereby producing the desired fiber volume and part dimension. 

Fiberglass or other absorbent materials are used for this purpose. A non-adhering 

material, called the barrier, is commonly placed between the bleeder and breather. In 

the case of epoxy resins, it is frequently an unperforated film so resin removal from 

the paxt can be controlled. Sometimes a tool plate, called the gaul plate, is also placed 

between the bleeder and breather. The breather is a material placed on top of the 

barrier film to allow uniform application of vacuum pressure over the lay-up and 

removal of entrapped air. A dam is sometimes located peripherally to minimize edge 

bleeding. Finally, the vacuum bag is used to contain any vacuum pressure applied to 

the lay-up before and during cure and to transmit external autoclave pressure to the 

part [5]. 

The curing process is brought about by exposing the bagged lay-up to 

elevated temperatures and pressures for predetermined lengths of time. Cure has a 
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direct impact on the properties of the resin matrix and the performance of the final 

composite. The heat energy applied causes the matrix resin to melt and flow. It also 

provides the energy required for initiating and maintaining the crosslinking chemical 

reactions in the resin. The increase in temperature and the simultaneous changes in 

the molecular structure result in a decrease of the resin viscosity, enabling the resin to 

flow initially. The crosslinking reactions are exothermic in nature and therefore add 

to the heat provided by the autoclave. The reactions are also irreversible in nature, 

and result in an increase in molecular weight of the resin. The epoxy resin changes 

from a liquid to a rubbery state, and finally to a solid at the gel point. Beyond the gel 

point, the resin ceases to flow, and the shape and size of the composite get fixed. 

Before the resin gels, pressure is applied. Since each prepeg ply usually contains 

more resin than what is needed, the applied pressure provides the force needed to 

squeeze the excess resin out of the material and to consolidate individual plies. The 

pressure is also useful in forcing the resin to coat every fiber and in minimizing 

voids. Gases and water vapor can be entrapped in the composite during cure 

producing voids in the product, making it unusable [5]. The magnitude and duration 

of the temperature and pressure application, which is referred to as the 'cure cycle', 

significantly affects the performance of the finished product and the production rate. 

The cure cycle affects the following parameters [5]: 

~ The temperature inside the prepeg 

~ The reaction rate and degree of cure of the resin 

~ The resin viscosity 

~ The resin flow 

~ The amount of resin in the prepeg and the amount of resin in the bleeder 

~ The changes in void sizes 

~ The residual stresses in the composite 
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The cure cycle thus must be selected carefully for each application to produce 

a structurally acceptable part. Some of the major consideradons in selecting the 

proper cure cycle are [5]: 

Vacuum bag 

Atr breather 

Non porous teflon 

Gaul plate 

Bleeder 

Porous Teflon 

Laminate lay-up r Tool plate 

Dam 

Figure 10. Components of a laminate lay-up for thermal curing 

~ The temperature inside the material must not exceed a preset limit during 

cure to prevent degradation 

~ The cure pressure must be sufficiently high so that excess resin is squeezed 

out from every ply of the composite before the resin gels at any point inside 

the composite, and must ensure that the resin coats every fiber and 

disuibutes uniformly 

~ The pressure must be applied while the viscosity of the resin is low enough 

to flow but not too low so that it is overly squeezed out 
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~ The resin must be cured uniformly and completely to obtain ultimate 

mechanical properties 

~ The cured composite must have the lowest possible void content 

~ The curing process is achieved in the shortest amount of time 

As the structural parts become larger, thicker, and more complex in contour 

in recent years, the cure process modeling has become much more important. Process 

modeling usually consists of represendng the process under consideration by 

mathematical Equations and then solving them numerically on a computer to predict 

behavior. Once a process model has been constructed and verified, it can be used to 

explore the effects of systematically varying the process variables for different 

product geomenies and to consider the changes in processing caused by altering 

material properties. Different process paths can then be proposed, analyzed, and 

compared by running the process model. The ability to predict the outcome of a 

given process path allows the engineer to determine the optimal process path and 

identify the critical variables that must be monitored to control the process properly. 

The ultimate use of the process modeling is the implementation of computer- 

controlled cure processes [5]. 

Electron Beam Curing Details 

E-beam curing apparatus 

A typical setup of electron beam curing equipment is shown in Figure 11. An 

electron beam 'gun' is either passed over the target material or the target material is 

passed through the beam, thereby covering the required surface area. The curing 

apparatus can be set up in several different ways providing radiation on one or both 

sides of the target material, different speeds of movement and localized curing. The 

unit used to quannfy the energy absorbed by the target material exposed to an 

electron beam is the 'kilo Gray'. One kilo Gray (kGy) equals one kilo Joule per 

kilogram of target material. 
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An clcctron beam gun is also known as an accelerator. It consists of a cathode 

which is heated either directly by passing a current through it or indirectly by placing 

it next to a filament which is directly heated. The heat produced in the cathode is 

absorbed by the electrons present. in it. When the energy of these electrons is greater 

than their threshold energy, they are able to overcome the attractive force of the 

nucleus and are ejected from the cathode. A number ol' such electrons are shaped into 

a beam 

Vacuum vessci 

Anode Cathode 

Shaping electrode 

Accelerator scan-horn 

Roiiera 
Resin being cured 

Lead plate for absorbing 
electrons 

Figure 11. Flectron beunt curing facility setup 
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by a shaping electrode and are accelerated towards an exit window by an accelerating 

anode, hence the name 'accelerator', The cathode is usually placed in a vacuum 

housing to prevent interaction of the electrons with any gas or vapor. 

The interaction of high energy electrons with condensed materials depends on 

both the kinetic energy of the electrons and the atomic composition of the irradiated 

materials [15]. 

'The most useful 'penetration depth' is that up to which the dose is equal to 

the dose at the surface, which, for electron energies in the range 1-10 MeV, is given 

by: 

0. 4E — 1 

P 

Where E is the electron energy in MeV, and p is the average density of the 

material in g. cm . This depth can be effectively increased by a factor of 2. 4 by 

irradiating both sides of the material" [15]. 

Throughput is a function of the power of the electron beam [15]. In theory, 1 

kW will process 3600 kGy kg. hr'. To this one must apply a factor for the efficiency 

of utilization of the beam. This will vary with the type of material being processed 

and the method of uansportation of the pmduct through the beam. Therefore, for 

heating insulated wire, the efficiency can be 10 to 15%, while for a thick sheet it may 

be as high as 80%. 

Accelerators used for industrial processing in the energy range 0. 5-10 MeV 

fall into two main groups: Direct Current (DC) and Radio Frequency (RF, also 

known as Continuous Wave, CW) linear accelerators (linacs) types. In the direct 

type, the full accelerating potential is developed across the terminals, this potential 
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being used to accelerate the electron stream. In the linac, the electrons travel in an RF 

electromagnetic field in which they are accelerated up to the desired potential [15]. 

An electron beam processing facility consists of six main elements [15]: 

~ Accelerator 

~ Product conveyor 

~ Radiation shield 

~ Ventilation system 

~ Safety system 

~ Connol system 

Accelerator 

The depth of penetration is a function of the beam energy. Therefore it has to 

be related to the thickness and density of the product. A good match is required, both 

for ensuring adequate dosing of and dose distribution within the product, and for 

achieving optimum size and an economic performance of the facility. 

"The beam energy can be varied on most DC accelerators by dial selection 

over a range of 3:1, with some loss of maximum output power. Such variadon is 

more difficult to obtain with RF linacs, which suffer much mote reduction in 

maximum power when moving away froin the design beam energy level" [15]. Other 

ways of achieving proper treatment of the product, in spite of a mis-match of energy 

and thickness/density of the product, are by carefully designing the product handling 

equipment. 

The benefits to be obtained from a good match between product and energy are [15]: 

~ Smallest possible cell size 

~ Lowest cell cost 



~ Optimum dose disiribution in the product 

~ Optimum beam utilization efficiency 

The beam power defines the theorencal maximum product throughput of the 

facility. Therefore, beam power choice affects the cost of the accelerator, size and 

cost of the product conveyor, size of the building (for storage of the finished product 

and the product awaiting processing) and the size of the ventilation system and 

incoming electrical mains supply. Overall, the cost per kW of beam power, and 

hence the unit cost of the finished product, will be lower with a higher power version 

of the accelerator with a particular beam energy rating [15]. 

Product conveyor 

Products to be handled can be grouped into three categories [15]: 

~ Continuous (wire, sheet, tube etc. ) 

~ Piece parts (molded parts, packages etc. ) 
~ Other (bulk liquids, powders etc. ) 

Continuous products 

These products are usually handled under the beam on an array of pulleys or 

rollers. The system is to be designed to present the product to the beam in such a way 

as to absorb the electrons fully and to achieve uniform distribution of dose across the 

product. Early 'underbeam' systems used arrays of pulleys, crying the product 

either in 'racetrack' or 'figure of eight' configuration. These have been largely 

superceded by drum systems [15]. 

A small rotanon of the product under the beam can make a substantial 

improvement in the uniformity of the dose distribution. The drum system produces 

sufficient rotation per pass to optimize the dose distribution in wire products [15]. 
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The product can be wrapped round the drum system many times (up to 200 wraps per 

meter), giving an incremental dose on each pass, and enabling the product to be run 

at high speed. 

It is important, particularly with heat shrink tubing, to minimize suetching of 

the product, The drums of the underbeam capstan are all driven, so that the capstan 

imposes no tension on the product. The tension is controlled in the transport system 

by 'dancers' [15], hydraulically or pneumatically operated, adjacent to the pay-off 

and take-up stands. 

The underbeam capstan can also be used for handling sheet products, a big 

advantage in a service center facility. In some installations, the roller system inverts 

the sheet and passes it back through the beam upside down and in the opposite 

direction. For a thin sheet, it is desirable to multi-pass the sheet through the beam in 

order to improve the beain utilizadon. 

In a high energy facility with large diameter cables, the size and stiffness of 

the conductor make it difficult to handle the product on an in-cell fixture and to 

achieve acceptable uniformity of dose distribution in the insulation. Two solutions 

are the drum-twister fixture, and the use of two accelerator heads [15]. In the first, the 

cable makes a single pass through the cell under the beam, rotating as it passes 

through the beam, so obtaining even dose distribution [16]. The rotanon is achieved 

by using pay-off and take-up stands which rotate the drum as it is paid off and 

rewound. In the second case, a facility using two accelerators gives effectively four- 

side irradiation of the cable, which is passed several umes, without twist, through the 

two beams which are off-set at 90' to each other [17]. 

Piece parts 

Piece parts are handled by more conventional transport means such as roller 

conveyors, monorails or wheeled cart systems [15]. These systems, particularly the 
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latter two, usually have control systems that enable the user to pre-program the 

number of passes under the beam of each carrier or cart, to rotate the carrier to 

achieve automatically two side irradiation of the product and to identify the 

appropriate carrier or cart involved in any significant variation in beam 

characteristics during processing. 

Other products 

Other products, such as liquids and powders, need to have customized 

handling systems in order to be processed in bulk. They can be handled in suitable 

packages on a piece parts conveyor, but this is not very practical except for 

comparatively small volumes of product. 

Powders can be handled effectively in a pneumatic transport system, with the 

underbeam section of the transport tube having a thin ntanium window allowing 

entry of the electrons emerging from the accelerator scan horn. Liquids may be 

handled in a similar pumped system. Alternatively, a liquid can be pumped over an 

open weir placed under the electron beatn, thereby achieving control of the depth of 

the product in order to ensure full penetration of the beam. 

Radiation Shield 

Adequate shielding is to be provided around the pmcessing e-beam 

equipment in order to reduce the radiation outside the cell to below the permissible 

level. In order to design the required shielding, one needs to know the total radiation 

flux, the dimensions of the cell, and the attenuation characteristics of possible 

shielding materials. 

The radiation flux has two elements - primary and secondary radiation [15]. 

Primary radiation is the electron beam from the accelerator. It has high intensity but 

relatively low penetration. Secondary radiation consists of X-ray photons generated 
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when the electrons collide with nuclei in the target materitd and cell equipment. 

These have reduced intensity but high penetration. 

The choice of shielding material is governed by cost and cell layout 

considerations [15]. At fairly low voltages, comparatively thin sections of steel and 

lead are able to provide localized shielding. There should be provisions for adequate 

access to different parts of the cell for products, services and personnel. 

Ventilation System 

Some of the by-products of electron beam curing are X-rays and Ozone 

(ozone is produced by electrons interacting with air in the facility). After the 

accelerator is shut down, some time is given for the X-rays to lose their energy 

before personnel can enter the facility. The ozone that is produced is harmful above a 

particular concentration and it's concentration is reduced by providing fresh air inlets 

at one end of the cell with an exhaust at the other end so that the fresh air scavenges 

the ozone present, across the cell and reduces it's concentration. 

Safety System 

The safety system consists of devices for protection against high voltages, 

mechanical guards, and equipment for protection from radiation. Apart from 

radiation shielding we need devices to warn personnel against harmful radiation in 

the chamber. 

Items that need to be included are [15]: 

~ Mechanical and electrical interlocks on all doors and entrances 

~ Sequenced key locks for the accelerator controls 

~ Visible warnings at entrances to the radiadon area 

~ Audible warnings before the accelerator is switched on 
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~ Visible warnings during accelerator operation 

Control System 

Stable and reliable operation is achieved by providing stabilized power 

supplies and fast acting solid state sensor and control devices. Control and 

monitoring systems help in achieving the following: 

Required product treatment 

This is achieved by providing the appropriate dose and dose distribution to 

the product material. Dose penetration can be affected by the orientation of the 

product in the beam. The required orientation can be obtained by dose mapping and 

other dose trials [15]. 

The applied dose is characterized by the product or gun speed, energy of the 

beam, beam current and width of the scanned beam. These are adjustable parameters 

that can be varied to obtain optimum dosage. 

Safer operation 

This is achieved using devices mentioned earlier under safety system. 

Rectification of fault modes 

During periods of faulty operation, parts of the product could remain 

'underdosed' (not enough dose). The availability of micro-electronic devices has 

helped a great deal in the detection and correcting of fault modes of operation. 
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Dosimetry 

This is the study of dose characteristics and their effect on properties of the 

product. In electron beam curing of composites it is necessary to optimize the dose 

intensity and the time of exposure, in order to obtain desired properties of the 

product. 

A dosimeter is an instrument used to measure the amount of dose energy 

absorbed by a fixed volume (called sensitive volume) of product. 

Important Irradiation parameter definihons 

Beam Energy (Me V): Nominal energy of electrons at the accelerator exit 

Beam spot (cm ): The area that is irradiated, by the beam, at any given time. The 

edge of the beam spot is defined by the line where the dose rate is reduced to 10% of 

the peak dose rate at the center of the beam spot. 

Beam length (cm): length of the beam as seen by a target moving along the conveyor. 

It is usually equal to the beam spot diameter. 

Beam power (Watts)i Power delivered by the beam at the scan horn exit integrated 

over a time period that is a positive integer multiple of the pulse period in pulsed 

accelerators. It is the product of beam current and beam energy. 

Conveyor speed (cm/s): the speed at which the irradiation target is moved, by the 

conveyor, through the beam. 

Illumination period, dwell period (s): The fime period during which a specified point 

is being consistently irradiated. 



Pass: Translation of the irradiation target, through the beam, one time. 

Rest period (s): The flme period between irradiations for a specified point in the 

irradiation target. 

Absorbed dose (kGy): Amount of radiation energy absorbed per unit mass of 

irradiated material. 

Dose rate (kGyls)t The rate of dose delivered during a specified time period. 

Heat Transfer Models Developed 

Modeling the heat transfer and chemical kinetics of the cure process of 

thermosets and their composites is a complicated task due to certain characteristics 

such as: 

~ Variable thermal properties vrith space and flme 

~ Resin flow 

~ Void forination 

~ Presence of moisture and other impurities 

~ Multi dimensionality of properties 

~ Irregular dimensions 

Process modeling is a handy tool for determining the material characteristics 

without the use of costly and time consuming experimental and trial and error 

procedures. 

Finite difference methods are the most widely used techniques for the 

solution of fluid flow and heat transfer problems due to the ease of understanding, 

development and programming of the technique [18]. The main drawback of this 

technique lies in it's inability to accommodate complex boundaries. Large errors 
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appear if the boundary doesn't pass through the grid points. The errors arising at the 

boundary can pmpagate into the field and result in inaccurate solutions. The finite 

element methods eliminate this problem but at the expense of simplicity and ease of 

programming [18). 

A new method of grid generation was developed by Chu [19] and further 

developed by Thompson et al [20]. This method, known as the Body-fitted co- 

ordinate (BFC) system, has eliminated the problem introduced by complex 

boundaries. The use of this system consists of two steps: the first is the 

transformation of the physical field into a rectangular computational field, and the 

second is the transformation and solution of the differential Equations describing the 

problem. 

Description of some cure process models developed 

Loos and Springer [21, 22] developed models and created a computer code 

named "CURE" based on thermo-chemical and resin flow characteristics. The 

models include the determinarion of the temperature, pressure, and degree of ctue as 

a function of position and dme for a one-dimensional system. 

The McDonnell Douglas model consists of five sub-models: heat transfer, 

fluid flow, voids, resin kinedcs and viscosity [23]. 

Lockheed-Georgia developed a one-dimensional heat transfer code that can 

predict the temperature profile and viscosity as a function of position and time [23]. 
The code is known as "ROAST". 

The model of Servais, Snide and Bern could predict the temperature profile 

through a laminate stack during the press-cure cycle [24]. It consisted of a one- 

dimensional, transient energy Equation, having a temperature dependent heat source 

and constant thermal properties. 
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Gutowski developed a flow/fiber deformation model [25]. Calius and 

Springer developed a computer code known as "WIND" that is structured in the same 

fashion as the "CURE" model of Loos and Springer. Pagano and Soni [26] described 

two models: Process Environment Model (PEM) and Mechanical Model (MIPAC). 

Lindt's [27] model consists of soling a set of equilibrium Equations for the fibers in 

order to describe the consolidation process. Kardos et al [28] presented the 

framework for a model that can predict void formation and transport during the cure 

of composite materials. Ma et al [29] developed a mathematical model to simulate 

heat transfer and the curing reactions of unsaturated polyesters in a rectangular die of 

a pultruder. Hou [30] developed an analytical model to predict viscosity during cure. 

The general Equation governing the heat transferred to a material during 

electron beam curing is: 

Q=D+q (3) 

where: 

Q is the total heat added to the material 

D is the radiation energy 

q is the internal heat liberated due to the exothermic chemical reactions 

Chemical Reaction Kinetic Models Developed 

The chemical kinetics or the rate of cure of thermoset resins can be divided 

into two main categories: 

n'" order kinetics 

The rate of cure is proportional to the concentration of material that has yet to 

react. The reaction function is given by the expression: 
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du — E, = Aexp( '). (1 — a)" 
dt RT 

(4) 

where: 

A is the Collision factor 

E, is the Activation energy of the reaction 

R is the Universal gas constant 

T is the Absolute temperature 

tz is the Degree of cure 

t is the time of exposure 

n is the order of reaction 

A niacaralyiic kinetics 

The kinetics of autocatalyzed reactions are given by the expression: 

drr — = kyar . (1 — tz)" 
dh 

where m and n are both reaction orders and 

— E, 
k = A. exp( ') 

R. T 

Sometimes the kinetics follow trends of both nth order and autocatalync types 

and the rate expression is given by: 

dtz 
=(ki+kzzr )(1 u) 

where kr and k2 are the rate constants 
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The models mentioned above were derived to characterize the ldnetics of 

autoclave cured thermoset resins. The reaction kinetics of electron beam cured 

thermoset resins are not understood well. However they are found to exhibit reaction 

kinetics very similar to that of autoclave cured resins. 

Kaetsu et al [31] conducted investigations on radiation-induced 

polymerization of hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and glycidyl methacrylate 

(GMA). They found that the ininal polymerization rate was proportional to the 0. 5 

power of the dose rate in the region of relatively high temperatures and the dose rate 

exponent changed sharply to 1. 0 at a temperature at which the viscosity of 

monomeric systems reached 10 centipoise. 

Viscosity Models Developed 

Viscosity of a thermoset during cure is a function of: 

~ Temperature (which is a function of time) and 

~ Molecular weight (which is a function of degree of cure) 

Two theories used are: 

~ Branching theory and 

~ Concept of free volume 

Branching Theory 

Studies conducted by Flory [32] and Stockmayer [33] led to their 

development of mathematical expressions describing the growth of a three- 

dimensional network as a function of monomer type, quantity and functionality. The 

increase in viscosity can be directly at&buted to the formation of crosslinks between 

monomer units [32]. Lipshitz and Macosko [34] combined the works of Flory and 
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Stockmayer and defined an expression for the increase in molecular weight as a 

function of cure with time-temperature-viscosity data of a thermoset to obtain a 

general expression of the form: 

D+ Cln 
MW MWa 

Inrun 
= lnA+s. ln + 

MWO RT 

which can be written as: 

D I C1 MW 
ln rI = ln A + + [s + — 

Jl RT I RTJ MW0 
(g) 

rI is the viscosity at a particular time in poise 

A, s, D, C are constants found by data fitting 

MW is the weight average molecular weight of resin at a particular time 

MWp is the molecular weight of the resin at zero conversion 

R is the universal gas constant 

T is the absolute temperature at a particular time 

Macosko and Miller [35] derived the following expression for the molecular 

weight as a function of extent of reaction based on Stockmayer's molecular weight 

expression: 

MW as a function of degree of cure for an epoxy-amine curing situation is given by: 

P m, + P, m, P P [P ( f — 1)M' + P ( f -1)M ' + 2M M 
P m, + P m, (P m, + P m, ) [1- P P( f. — 1)( f, — 1)] 
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where: 

P. , P, are extent of reactions (degree of cure) of amine and epoxy respectively 

f. , f, are average functionalities of arnine and epoxy respectively 

P d ~; Afi Jj 

g fAp 
' g f(Ax 

M, = g M„xax (10) 

where: 

M~= fM, 

where: 

M, is the weight between cross-sinkable sites and end chain end weight is 

assumedtobe M, /2 

f, . is the functionality of amine monomer of type denoted by subscript i 

A& is the number of moles 

f, . Aq 

g f, . Aq 

m. , rn, and M, are similarly defined. 

For the curing of a pure epoxy with a single type of monomer we have: 
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m, PM, ' 
MW = — '+ 

m, m, [1 — P, (f, -1)] (12) 

Extent of cure P, which is usually symbolized by a as described earlier. 

Free Volume Concept 

The Equation for viscosity at a particular time (t) and temperature (T) is given 

by the following Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) [36] Equation: 

logrt(t) = logtl(T, )— C, (T — T, ) 
Cs+ T — T 

(13) 

where: 

ri(T, ) = viscosity at glass transition temperature T, 

rl(T, ) and T, are functions of degree of cure 

Ct and Ct are constants irrespective of temperature 

Modeling the Viscosity as a function of Degree of Cure and Temperature: 

Lee et al [37] conducted studies on the heat of reaction, degree of cure, and 

viscosity of Hercules 3501-6 resin using a differential scanning calorimeter and disc 

and plate type viscometer. They derived the follovring expression relating the 

viscosity to the degree of cure and temperature: 

tl(T, u) = tl, expI 
— + Rot 

(U 
$RT 

(14) 
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where: 

q, is a constant 

U is the activation energy for viscosity 

it is a constant independent of temperature 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Materials 

llfaterial tested and characterized 

Industry name: Epoxy resin Tactix 123. 

Chemical name: Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol A (DGEBA) 

Structure: As shown in Figure 5 

Epoxy equivalent weight: 172-176 

Manufacturers Dow chemical company 

Initiator 

Industry name: SarCat CD 1012 

Chemical name: Diaryl Iodonium Hexaflouroantimonate 

Structure: As shown in Figure 12 

Manufacturer: Startomer 

OH 

I 

CssHss CH — CHs — 0 
X / I g / SbFe 

Figure I2, Chemical structure of diaryliodonium hexafluoroantimonate 
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Curing Details 

The cure process takes place in the following steps (refer to Figure 9): 

~ Photolysis of the initiator: The initial structure of the initiator is as shown in 

Figure 12. On exposure to electron beam irradiation, it is split forming a 

positive and a negative charged species. 

~ Forming u Bronsted acid: The SbFq ion reacts with 'H' containing 

coinpounds to form the Bronsted acid H'SbFq which initiates the reaction. 

~ Beginning of cationic polymerization: The electron deficient H' has more 

affinity for the '0' atom on the epoxide group and splits open the epoxide 

ring, leaving the 'C' atom at the end of the monomer short of two electons. 

~ Propagation: This electron deficient 'C' atoin, in turn, breaks open the 

epoxide ring of other monomers leading to homopolymerization as shown. 

~ Egect of counteraniottt The counteranion SbFs is held electrostatically near 

the end of the chain and has a steric influence on the addiuon of monomer 

Ullits. 

E-beam Curing Setup and Details 

The accelerator used for this experiment was an I-10/1 (10 MeV, 1 kW) 

electron accelerator. The experiment was performed by Vince Lopata at Acsion 

Industries Incorporated, Pinawa, Canada. The samples were filled in transparent 

syringes as shown in Figure 13. Different doses were applied to different samples 

(5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 150 kGy). For each set of doses, different concentrations of the 

initiator were used (0. 1, 1. 0, 3. 0 and 10. 0 phr). The dose increment was 1 kGy/pass 

and the dose rate was 6. 3 Gy/sec. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in 

Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Schematic of the e-beam experimental setup 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Details 

The instrument used was a Perkin-Elmer Pyris I differential scanning 

calorimeter. The experiments were conducted at the Polymer Technology Center, 

Texas AdtM University. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 14. The 

weight of the samples tested was approximately 20 mg. The tests were conducted in 

the dark to prevent further reaction from taking place. Dynamic tests were carried out 

on specimens to determine the residual exotherm and Glass Transition Temperature 

(Ts). The samples were scanned from 0 to 250 'C at a rate of 10 'C/minute. 

Isothermal cure was also conducted on uncured specimens at 177 'C and 215 'C to 

observe the effects of temperature and moisture on the cure rate. 
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In DSC we heat two pans simultaneously. One pan contains the polymer 

sample while the other is left empty. The heating is controlled by a computer such 

that the temperature of the two pans remains the same. A fixed headng rate is 

specified before starting the experiment (eg. 10 'C/min. ). The rate of heat supplied to 

the sample pan is more than that of the reference pan as we have to heat the pan as 

well as the sample (unless the heating causes exothermic reactions causing the 

sample to heat up on its own, as in the case of an epoxy). While this heating goes on, 

we make a plot with the temperature on the X-axis and the difference in heat supply 

from the two heaters on the Y-axis. 

Sample 
Reference pan 

Temperature 
probe 

Sample pan 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L I-' 

I 

I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 

Heaters 

Computer for measuring and 
regulating the heat flow 

Figure 14. Schematic of the DSC apparatus 

At the glass transition temperature we get a plot as shown in Figure 15. There 

is a sudden change in heat capacity at the glass transition temperature (Tg as more 

heat can be absorbed due to greater molecular motion per 'C rise in temperature. 

When polymers reach a certain temperature above the Ts they have enough 

energy to orient themselves into crystalline arrangements. On forming stable crystals 
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they give off heat and hence the heat flow to the sample pan is reduced. The DSC 

plot shows the heat given out by the material as a peak in the curve and heat absorbed 

as a dip (refer to Figure 15). This temperature at which crystallization takes place is 

called the temperature of crystallization (T, ). Since heat is given out it is called an 

exothermic transi tion. 

To make the reverse process take place we have to supply heat (latent heat) to 

the crystals to make them dissociate. The temperature at which this takes place is 

called the melting temperature T and shows up as a dip in the DSC plot (refer to 

Figure 15). Since heat is absorbed it is called an endothermic transition. 

Tg 

Figure 15. A typical DSC plot showing glass transition temperature, 
temperature of crystallization and melting temperature 

Figure 16 shows an actual experimental DSC plot of the sample having 1 phr 

of initiator and dosed with 50 kGy. The heating rate was 10 'C/min. We can see a 
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marked change in heat capacity between temperatures of 72 and 82 'C giving a Ts 

value of 77 'C. 
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Figure 16. Actual DSC plot of the sample with l phr initiator and dosed 
with 50 kGy. 

Fourier Transform Infra Red (FTIR) Test Details 

Infra-red rays are electro magnetic rays with wavelengths between 0. 7 and 

500 ltm or wavenumbers from 20 cm ' to 14, 000 cm '. In a molecule, the atoms 

undergo twisting, bending, rotating and vibrational monons about their bonds. When 

these vibrations interact with infrared radiation, portions of the radiation are absorbed 

at partictdar wavelengths. The multiplicity of vibrations occurring simultaneously 



produces a highly complex absorption spectrum, which is uniquely characteristic of 

the functional groups comprising thc molecule and of the overall configuration of the 

atoms as well. A schematic of the FI'IR experiment is shown in Figure 17. As 

indicated, an IR beam consisting of rays with particular wavelengths enters the 

sample. Some of the rays are absorbed completely and some partially by the sample. 

The detector detects the rays and their intensities as they exit the sample. A computer 

then subtracts the output from the input and displays the different wavelengths 

absorbed, along with their intensities. A sample plot of an FTIR specirum used in our 

investigation is shown in Figure 18. The epoxide, ether and phenyl group peaks are 

indicated and their structures are shown below the plot. 

Series of 
wavelengths 

Sample (absorbs certain 
wavelengths) 

Source 

Wavelength Wavelength 

Figure 17. . Schematic of ttte FTIR experiment 
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indicated. 
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The instrument used for these tests was a Nicolet Avatar 360 FTIR 

spectrometer. The experiments were conducted by Leila Bonnaud at the Polymer 

Technology Center, Texas A&M University. These experiments were also conducted 

in the dark to prevent further reaction froin taking place. The partially cured 

specimens were in solid, transparent form. Different parts of each specimen were 

exposed to the IR rays and the average reading was taken. 

The different groups investigated and their corresponding wave numbers are: 

Epoxide( 900 to 950 cm ' 

Ether: 1090 or 1180 cm' 

Hydroxyll 3150 to 3625 crn' 

The epoxide and ether group intensities were normalized to the phenyl group 

intensity from 800 to 840 cm' and the hydroxyl group intensity was normalized to 

the phenyl group intensity found from 1600 to 1650 cm'. The phenyl groups are 

assumed to be chemically unmodified during the cure process. 

The following relation was used in determining the amount of epoxy 

conversion: 

el m(»/ 
ey phenyl(D) yh 

epeey(D=O) 

hpheny((DW) 

(15) 

where: 

cs(D) is the epoxy conversion for a dose of D kGy 

h, p, ~(D) is the intensity of the epoxy band at dose D 

ltphe y((D) is the intensity of the phenyl band at dose D 

h, polio=()) is the intensity of the epoxy band of uncured sample 

h~„~D ()) is the intensity of the phenyl band of uncwed sample 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Degree of Cure versus Dose for Different Initiator Concentrations 

Studies were conducted on the degree of cure of the resin at different doses to 

determine the effects of the e-beam and initiator concentration on the cure rate. 

Figure19 shows the percentage of epoxy groups converted at different e-beam doses 

(5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150 kGy) from the FTIR tests. The tests were conducted on samples 

containing different initiator concentrations (0. 1, 1. 0, 3. 0, 10. 0 phr). From the plot we 

can see that most of the curing takes place within the first 10 kGy of dosage for all 

initiator concentrations. The shape of the plot indicates that the conversion follows a 

typical arrhenius curve for autocatalytic kinetics. As the number of reactive species 

gets consumed, the conversion rate decreases and at the latter stages, is diffusion 

controlled. There is very little conversion beyond a total dose of 50 kGy. The total 

conversion increased with the increase in initiator concentration confirming the fact 

that the higher the number of initiating centers for reaction, the greater the chance of 

chain formation. However for the case with initiator concentration of 10 phr, the 

degree of cure at 5 kGy showed a lower value than the corresponding values at 1 and 

3 phr but beyond a dose of 10 kGy the values were higher. This indicates that there is 

an excess of initiator at a concentration of 10 phr, causing agtpegation of the initiator 

based on solubility limitations, at the initial stage. After polymerization is initiated 

and the temperature is increased, the separation and mobility of the initiator species 

increases leading to a higher reaction rate as compared to concentrations of 1 and 3 

phr. 

The maximum conversion achieved was 94% for the sample containing 10 

phr of initiator concentration after being dosed with 150 kGy of e-beam irradiation 

and the maximum temperature of the same sample recorded was 76 'C. This gives an 

indication of the effectiveness of the e-beam method of curing at lower temperatures. 
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Rate of Cure versus Dose for Different Initiator Concentrations 

The cure rate was calculated frotn the degree of cure versus dose information 

explained previously. This information is useful in modeling the cme rate at different 

doses and initiator concentrations. Figure 20 shows the rate of epoxy conversion at 

different doses (5, 10, 25 and 50 kGy) for different initiator concentrations (0. 1, 1. 0, 

3. 0 and 10. 0 phr). There is a sharp increase in the rate up to a dose of SkGy. The rate 

is higher for increasing initiator concentration except for the sample with 10 phr 

initiator concentration. Beyond this the rate decreases with increase in dose and 

beyond a dose of 25 kGy there is very little change in the reacdon rate indicating that 

the rate is diffusion controlled beyond a certain degree of conversion. At this later 

stage of curing, the cure rate is almost identical for all inidator concentrations and 

hence can be considered to be independent of initiator concentration. Also the 

reaction rate is a function of remaining reactive species, therefore the reaction rate 

decreases as the reactive groups get consumed and the resin approaches the gel point. 

Here also we can see that the reaction rate is initially lower for the sample with 10 

phr initiator but from a dose of 5 to 25 kGy it is much higher than the samples having 

lower concentrations of initiator. Therefore for controlling the reaction rate we have 

to determine accurate 'initiator-dose-reaction rate' relationships by conducting future 

experiments with a wide range of initiator concentrations and dose rates. 
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Figure 20. Rate af cure at digerertt doses 



Effect of Initiator Concentration on the Reaction Rate 

We plotted the cure rates at different initiator concenuations at doses of 5 and 

10 kGy in Figure 21. This information is useful in determining the effect of ininator 

concentration on the cure rate at different doses. For a dose of 5 kGy, there is a sharp 

increase in the reaction rate up to an initiator concentration of 1. 0 phr assuming that 

no reaction takes place when there is no initiator. Beyond an initiator concentration 

of 1. 0, the increase in cure rate is much lower per phr increase in initiator 

concentration. This indicates that we can choose an optimum value for the initiator 

concentration. A peak cure rate of 10. 96 %/kGy for an ininator concentration of 1. 0 

phr indicates the smaH percent of initiator required to initiate the reactions. As 

mentioned and explained earlier, we can see the reaction rate decreasing for an 

initiator concentration of 10 phr at 5 kGy. At 10 kGy the reaction rate for 10 phr 

initiator is much higher than the rates for lower initiator concentrations compatible 

with the 'higher initiator concentration — higher reaction rate' trend. 
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Figure 2I. Change in the rote of cure with increase in initiator concentration 
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Rate of Heat Liberated versus Time at Different Temperatures Extrapolated 

from Isothermal DSC Results 

From higher temperature, thermal cure, isothermal DSC experiments, we can 

extrapolate to lower e-beam cure temperatures, the rate of heat evolution. These plots 

give us an indication of the cure rate at lower e-beam curable temperatures. It is 

assumed that the effect of the e-beam on cure is only the activation of the catalyst 

initiator and the reactions take place as a function of temperature as in thermal 

cong. 

DSC studies of the cure of the I"SbF& 
' 

— DGEBA initiator — resin system 

(initiator concentration is 2 phr) at temperatures of 177 'C and 215 'C (refer to Figure 

22) showed peak exothermic rates of 0. 65 and 1. 886 W/g. Substituting these values 

in the reaction kinetic formula: 

dH — E, — = — Aexp( — ') f (x) 
dt R. T 

(16) 

where: 

dH, — is the rate of heat liberated in W/g 
dt 

A is the collision factor 

E, is the activation energy for the reaction in kJ/kg 

R is the universal gas constant 

T is the absolute temperature and 

f(x) is a function of the number of available reactive species x, 

we get the activation energy E, as 59. 1873 kJ/kg of resin. 
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Substituting this value in Equation (16), we get the approximate rate of heat 

liberated and hence the cure rate at lower e-beam curable temperatures (refer to 

Figure 23 ). This informanon is useful in modeling the heat induced in the resin and 

the resultant temperature during cure. 
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Figure 22. Isothermal DSC plots of I'SbFS - DGEBA resin system at 177'C and 
215 'C 
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Effect of Moisture on the Initiator 

We studied the effect of moisttue on the catalytic activity of the initiator from 

dynamic and isothermal DSC experiments. In Figure 24, DSC plots of initially dry 

and wet I'SbFq - DGEBA resin systein (2 phr initiator concentration) are illustrated. 

Most of the curing takes place in the 200-220 'C temperature range as a result of the 

dissociation of the I'SbFs into active species. The initially moist unreacted resin was 

pretreated for one hour at 85 'C, 100 % RH. This caused a 6 'C shift to higher 

temperatmes in the cure exotherm maximum as compared to the initially dry 

unreacted resin. The general trend is a doubling in the reaction rate for a 10 'C 

temperature increase. Therefore our finding indicates that the dissociation rate is 

reduced by 30 % due to the presence of inoisture. 

Referring back to Figure 22, we see the isothermal DSC curves at 177 'C and 

215 'C for the I'SbFs - DGEBA resin system. Three types of samples were tested. 

One was dried in vacuum at 65 'C for 15 days to minimize moisture, one was steam 

conditioned at 85 'C for one hour and the third was a mixture of the resin and water. 

For the initially dry resin, the peak reaction rate was reached within 3 minutes 

for the test at 215 'C as compared to 7 minutes for the test at 177 'C. This gives an 

indication of the temperature dependence of the cure rate. The peak reaction rate for 

the other two cases also were reached in a considerably shorter period, for the test at 

higher temperature. For the curing at 177 'C, the peak reaction rate for the dry resin 

was reached in 7 minutes whereas the peak reaction rate for the resin mixed with 

water was reached in approximately 130 minutes. Therefore there is considerable 

slowing down of the reactions caused by the absorbed moisture. This indicates 

serious poisoning of the I+SbFs catalyst activity by exposure to moisture even at the 

high thermal cure temperatures. 

As the e-beam curing takes place below 100 'C, there is less chance of 

moisture escaping due to evaporation and therefore trapped moisture can 
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dramatically slow down the reactions and also lead to early chain termination. This 

causes poor crosslinking and a low molecular weight network as explained by 

Palmese et al. [38]. It can also lead to modification of the catalyst. 
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Figure 24. Dynamic DSC plots of initially wet and dry 
DGEBA — I'SbF0 resin — initiator system 
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DSC Study of Initiator 

Dynamic DSC studies were carried out on the I SbFs initiator to determine 

the melting point and the temperature at which dissociation takes place. Figure 25 

illustrates a DSC plot of the I SbFs initiator. It exhibits a melting point in the 94— 

100 'C range. There is an exotherm - endotherm at 205 'C, which is associated with 

the thermally — induced dissociation of the catalyst into active catalytic species for 

epoxide homopolymerization. It then forms the Bronstead acid HSbFs on reaction 

with 'H' containing compounds. This temperature of dissociation is in agreement 

with Figure 24 wherein the peak reaction rates are found between 200 'C and 220 

'C. 
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Figure 25. DSC study of initiator 
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Temperature versus Time 

The temperature during cure was measured in-situ to study the amounts and 

effects of heat induced in the resin during e-beam cure. Figures 26 (a) and (b) show 

the temperatures (measured with a thermocouple as shown in Figure 12) at total 

doses of 25 and 150 kGy for different initiator concentrations. In both cases the 

maximum temperature increases and is achieved in a shorter time with increase in 

initiator concentration except for a concentration of 10 phr where the maximum 

temperature is brought about in a longer period of time as compared to a 

concentration of 3 phr. This finding is compatible with the reaction rate information 

mentioned earlier. At the initial stages of curing with an initiator concentration of 10 

phr, there is aggregation of the initiator based on solubility limitations. After 

polymerization is initiated and the temperature is increased, there is greater mobility 

of the initiator species leading to a higher reaction rate and hence a higher 

temperature as compared to concentrations of 0. 1, 1 and 3 phr, At the temperature 

peaks, the exothermic reaction rates are high. At later stages of cure the temperature 

in the resin is due to e-beam irradiation alone and reaches a fairly low value. This 

indicates that most of the heat induced in the resin is due to the exothermic chemical 

reactions and a sm@1 percentage is due to e-beam irradiation. 

The bottom picture of Figure 27 shows a close-up view of the temperatme 

versus time plot, measured with a thermocouple, for an initiator concentration of 1. 0 

phr and total dose of 25 kGy. The plot has a wavy pattern as can be clearly seen. This 

is due to the heating and cooling during each pass of the specimen in front of the 

beam. The top picture shows a single specimen with a particular selected spot on it 

(indicated by a circle). As the spot passes through the beam, it heats up causing the 

temperature to rise due to the beam energy and exothermic reactions. After passing 

through the beam, the spot goes through a period of cooling before passing through 

the beam once again. The solid line plot shows the temperature increasing during the 

beginning stages of curing when the cure rate is high. The broken-line plot shows the 
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temperature decreasing during the later stages of curing when most of the reactive 

species are consumed and the resin approaches the gel point. 
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Figure 26. In — situ temperature versus time plots at doses of 25 and I50 kGy 
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Glass Transition Temperature (Ts) versus Dose 

One of the goals of this project is to obtain a glass transition temperature in 

excess of 200 'C using e-beam curing. We studied the variation in Ts with dose to 

study the effects of dose and initiator concentration on the glass transition 

temperature and determine possible means of increasing it's value. Figure 28 shows 

the variation of the glass transition temperature of the e-beam cured I'SbFs 

DGEBA resin system with total dose, for different initiator concentrations. The Ts 

was observed from dynamic DSC tests as explained earlier under 'Experimental 

Details'. The Ts reached a maximum value of 86 'C at a conversion of 94 % for a 

dose of 150 kGy and an initiator concentration of 10. 0 phr. The value of Ts, like the 

degree of cure, increased with increase in dose and initiator concentration. This 

confirms the dependence of Ts on the molecular weight and crosslink density. 

Defoort et al [39] found that for the same epoxide — initiator system cured thermally, 

the Ts obtained was 170 'C. This indicates that moisture or other 'H' containing 

impurities present at e-beam cure temperatures, induce chain termination reactions 

which reduce the crosslinks in the network leading to lower molecular weight and 

hence a lower Ts as explained by Palmese et al [38]. 
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Figure 28. Glass transition temperature versus dose for different initiator 
concentrations 
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Reactions Involving Ether and OH Groups 

From FI'IR studies, we obtained the intensities of Ether and 'OH' groups at 

different doses and initiator concentrations. This was done to determine the effect of 

moisture or other 'H' containing compounds on the polymerization of the resin. 

Figure 29 shows the concentration of ether groups at different doses during the e- 

beam cure process. The concentration appears to increase and decrease in a 

sinusoidal fashion. Figure 30 shows the concentration of OH groups at different 

doses and it appears to increase initially, then decrease and finely stabilizes. The 

nature of the reactions causing this finding can be explained as shown in Figure 31. 

The epoxy reacts with water or other 'H' containing compounds forming 'OH' 

groups. These 'OH' containing molecules react with other epoxide containing 

molecules to terminate growing chains as shown in reaction (2) of Figure 31. Finally 

these macromolecules containing 'OH' groups react forming the R-0-R bond, 

releasing water. Finally the polymerization reaction of epoxy with epoxy gives an 

ether bond. These reactions give an indication of possible early chain termination and 

fewer crosslinks, causing a lower Ts. 
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Modeling the Heat Induced During Cure 

From Equation (3), D is the heat increase due to the e-beam dose which can 

be directly obtained from experimental data (1 kGy = 1 kJ/kg = 1 J/g). From DSC 

studies of the residual exotherm for the specimen with 10 phr initiator, we get a heat 

liberation of 11. 38 J per 1 % of cure. Therefore, the heat increase per gram due to 

exothermic reacnons is: 

q = degree of cure (%) x heat liberated due to 1% of cure 

The total heat increase per gram is the sum of D and q. 

Figure 33 shows the increase in heat with increase in degree of cure. The heat 

increase due to exothermic reactions is proportional to the degree of cure and hence 

is a linear plot. The heat increase due to e-beam irradiation is much lower than the 

heat increase due to exothermic reactions and therefore the total heat induced in the 

resin is also fairly linear with respect to the degree of cure. Figure 34 shows the 

increase in heat with increase in dose. We can see here too, that the heat induced due 

to the exothermic reactions is much higher than the heat induced due to e-beam 

irradiation. From a degree of cure of 0. 2 to 0. 8 the heat induced increases 

approximately 4 times. 

Advanced models using the finite-volume method to determine the 

temperature, cure kinetics and induced stress during cure have been developed by my 

colleague Sung-Won Moon [40]. 
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Modeling the Viscosity During Cure 

Equation (12) was incorporated to determine the molecular weight at different 

degrees of cure. The functionality of our DGEBA resin was 4 assuming perfect 

crosslinking. As explained earlier, there is a likelihood of reduced crosslink density 

due to reactions caused by water and other impurities. Therefore a value of 2. 5 was 

chosen for the functionality. An epoxy equivalent weight (EEW) of 174 ghnole was 

chosen as the value of M, . The plot relating the molecular weight to the degree of 

cure is shown in Figure 35. 

Using suitable values for U, tf, and K from literature for a similar resin [41], 

in Equation (14), values of viscosity tf were simulated at different degrees of cure. 

The temperature ranged between 30 'C and 34 'C, as measured with a thermocouple, 

over our required cure range and a mean value of 32 'C was chosen for calculation. 

The plot showing the variation of tf with ais shown in Figure 36. 

We now know the values of viscosity and molecular weight at the same 

degree of cure. These were incorporated in Equation (8) to determine the values of (s 

+ C/RT) and (ln A + D/RT) as the slope and intercept on the ordinate axis 

respectively, of the mean linear plot across the points of the 

MW 
versus 1 

MW, 

plot (refer to Figure 37). The value chosen for MW, was 174 g/mole. 

We can see that the molecular weight and viscosity reach a critical point 

between a degree of cure of 0, 3 and 0. 4 at which they increase sharply towards 

infinity. This point is the 'gel point'. 

These are just simulated and not accurate values of the viscosity. Accurate 

experimental viscosity values can be determined from Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 



(DMA) using a cone and plate type apparatus [5]. This is one of the future goals of 

the project. 
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C~R VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

From the experimental results, it is evident that the cure rate follows a typical 

arrhenius curve profile. Various authors observed this trend for thermal curing. The 

e-beam curing takes place well below thermal curing temperatures required to 

activate the catalyst. This pmves the success of the method wherein the catalyst is 

activated by the e-beam energy without the need of increasing the temperature to 

above 200 'C as in thermal curing. 

The energy provided by the e-beam irradiation is much lower than the amount 

of energy required to cure the same material thermally and is also much lower than 

the energy given out due to exothermic reactions within the resin. This gives an 

indication that the major effect of the e-beam irradiation is to dissociate and mobilize 

the catalyst in a very short period of time thereby forming initiadng centers 

uniformly throughout the specimen. Another indication of this is that most of the 

curing takes place at a dose of less than 10 kGy and the cure rate is much lower from 

a dose of 10 kGy to a dose of 150 kGy. The cure beyond a dose of 10 kGy can be 

considered to take place thermally due to the temperature increase. In order to 

accurately determine the effect of the e-beatn dose rate and the initiator species and 

concentration, we need to conduct extensive experimental studies on the curing of the 

same resin — initiator system thermally as well as using e-beam irradiation with 

different dose rates and initiator concentrations. 

A low glass transition temperature of less than 100 'C for a conversion of 94 

% as compared to a glass transition temperature of 170 'C obtained for the same resin 

— initiator system when cured thermally [39] is an indication of early chain 

termination and fewer crosalink. This may be caused due to the presence of moisture 

that cannot evaporate and escape at lower e-beam curable temperatures. Also since 

the curing takes place at a very high rate up to a dose of 10 kGy, the resin approaches 
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the gel point at an early stage of curing and the mobility of the remaining reactive 

chain ends and crosslinkable sites is greatly reduced. 

For the experimental determination of viscosity at various doses and degrees 

of cure, we can use a cone and plate type Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

testing apparatus as it has been successfully done before [5]. Substitufing these 

values of viscosity in Equation (14), we can find the activation energy for viscosity 

U, and the constants tf, and K. We can also calculate the constants Cr and C2 of 

Equation (13). Due to early chain termination as discussed in the previous paragraph, 

the molecular weight may not follow the trend of Equation (12). Experimental 

studies to determine the molecular weight at different doses and degrees of cure can 

be tried out using Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) and the effect of e-beam 

dose, initiator concentration and temperature on the molecular weight and glass 

transition temperature can be determined. 

The highest glass transition temperature of 86 'C obtained from our 

experiments is not adequate to meet the requirements of the future goals of the 

aerospace industry. However it can be improved by carefully preparing and handling 

the specimens to minimize contamination with moisture and other impurities. 

Moisture can be removed by pre heating the resin for short periods of time and by 

placing the sample in reduced pressure environments to bring down the boiling point 

of water. Also different dose rates and initiator concentrations can be tried out to 

reduce the speed of reactions and increase the chances of crosslinking. 

Finally, the e-beam method has proved to be a successful method in curing 

thermosetting resins. Extensive experimental work is necessary to determine the 

optimum cure parameters and material component concentrations, utilizing new e- 

beam curable high temperature resins developed at the Polymer Technology Center 

at Texas AatM University with funding from the Air Force Office of Scientific 

Research [42]. 
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